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Enhanced capital allowances first year tax credit  

The Government will legislate in Finance Bill 2018-19 to extend the enhanced capital allowances first year tax credits 
(FYTC) for loss-making businesses for five years. The percentage rate of the FYTC claim will reduce from 19% to two-thirds 
of the corporation tax rate. The changes to FYTC will have effect on and after 1 April 2018.  

The Government will also update the energy-saving technology list (ETL) that qualify for this First Year Allowance (FYA) 
and extend the FYA for zero-emission goods vehicles and gas refuelling equipment to March/April 2021. 

 

Taxing non-residents’ gains on UK real estate 

The Government has announced that non-resident landlords (NRLs) owning UK property (both residential and 
commercial) will be subject to tax on capital gains realised from April 2019. This will apply only to increases in value from 
April 2019, with profits accrued up to this date continuing to be exempt. 

A tax charge will also arise on the disposal of shares or units in entities by non-UK persons, where 75% or more of the 
entity’s assets are UK real estate.  This may be subject to relief under certain tax treaties. 

The news is very much unexpected as the Government had previously maintained that there were no plans to alter the 
position in respect of capital gains for commercial property, despite proposing to bring non-resident companies within 
the scope of corporation tax.  

A new consultation has been launched on the specific provisions implementing these changes, which is due to close on 16 
February 2018. 

 

Bringing NRLs within corporation tax 

Further to the consultation which took place over the summer, corporate NRLs will become subject to UK Corporation Tax 
from 6 April 2020, on both income and gains. NRLs will be subject to income tax at 20% until 2020, after which it is 
expected they will be subject to corporation tax at 17%. 

The Government plans to publish draft legislation for consultation in summer 2018. The change will have effect on and 
after 6 April 2020. 

 

Corporate indexation allowance 

Indexation allowance on corporate capital gains will be frozen for disposals on or after 1 January 2018. The allowance for 
subsequent disposals will be frozen at the amount that would be due based on the December 2017 RPI.  

This came as somewhat of a surprise, and will increase the impact of the changes described above for overseas investors. 
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Depreciatory transactions 

The time limit of six years within which companies must adjust for any depreciatory transactions, when claiming a capital 
loss on disposal of shares in a group company, will be removed. The change will have effect for disposals of shares in or 
securities of a company made on and after 22 November 2017. This is likely to impact the sale of pure investment 
companies only as a result of the substantial shareholding exemption. 

 

Royalties withholding tax  

With effect from April 2019, withholding tax obligations will be extended to royalty payments, and payments for certain 
other rights, made to low or no tax jurisdictions in connection with sales to UK customers. The rules will apply regardless 
of where the payer is located.  

 

Double taxation relief and permanent establishment losses  

A restriction will be introduced to the amount of credit allowed, or deduction given, for foreign tax suffered by an 
overseas permanent establishment of a UK company. This will apply where the company has received relief in the foreign 
jurisdiction for the losses of the permanent establishment against profits other than those of the PE. The change will have 
effect on and after 22 November 2017.  

 

Multilateral instruments (MLI) 

The Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project included a number of proposals to amend double taxation agreements 
(DTAs). These included minimum standards in relation to preventing treaty abuse and improving dispute resolution. To 
allow the changes to be implemented promptly and efficiently, over 70 countries, including the UK, agreed to a 
Multilateral Convention to implement tax treaty related measures. To allow it to apply to UK DTAs it needs to be 
legislated such that the existing powers for giving effect to DTAs in UK law can be used to give full effect to the MLI.  The 
measure will take effect on the date of Royal Assent to Finance Bill 2017-18 but will not take effect until a set period of 
time after it has been ratified by a minimum number of countries.  This is currently expected before the end of 2018. 

 

Entrepreneurs’ Relief - relief after dilution of holdings  

The Government has affirmed its Spring 2018 consultation on continuing access to Entrepreneurs’ Relief for 
entrepreneurs whose holding has been diluted below the normal 5% qualifying level as a result of raising funds through 
the issue of new shares for commercial purposes. Through this measure, the Government hopes to incentivise 
entrepreneurs to remain involved in their businesses following external investment. 
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Off payroll working reform in the private sector (IR35) 

Following changes to off payroll working reform in the public sector, the Government will consult on how to tackle non-
compliance with the intermediaries legislation (IR35) in the private sector. The legislation is intended to ensure 
individuals who effectively work as employees are taxed as employees, even if they are engaged through a company. This 
consultation process is widely seen as a precursor to extending the recent public sector reforms to the private sector, 
where companies using a contractor become responsible for determining if, but for the existence of the contractor’s 
personal service company, the contractor would be considered to be an employee using the key status indicators derived 
from the extensive case law on the subject.  Where the contractor is considered to be a would-be employee the employer 
is then be responsible for deducting the resulting tax and national insurance  contributions as if the individual was an 
employee. This would have significant implications both in terms of compliance requirements and additional national 
insurance costs for companies. 

A discussion paper on employment status will also be published with the intention of making employment status tests for 
both employment rights and tax clearer in light of the recent publication of the Taylor review and recent high profile 
cases for Deliveroo and Uber.  

 

Other measures 

• As previously announced, consultations will be published in 2018 on the Intangible Fixed Asset regime. 

• It was confirmed that disincorporation relief would not be extended past the existing 31 March 2018 expiry date. 

• The government will not re-apply the Stamp Duty and Stamp Duty Reserve Tax (SDRT) 1.5% charge on the issue 
of shares (and transfers integral to capital raising) into overseas clearance services and depositary receipt issuers 
following Brexit. 

• Two consultations will be published on 1 December 2017 on the new accounting standard for leasing, IFRS 16 
covering the impact on both income and corporation tax, and also on the corporate interest restriction rules. 

• As previously announced, existing security deposit legislation will be extended to include corporation tax and 
Construction Industry Scheme deductions, to have effect from April 2019. A consultation will be published on 
this in Spring 2018. 
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Introduction 

The main impact from this Budget on the real estate industry is the announcement that gains on the direct or indirect 
disposal of UK real estate by non-residents will be subject to tax from April 2019.   

Overseas investors account for a significant proportion of UK commercial property investment. The change is likely to 
severely affect the current transaction pipeline as overseas investors go back to the drawing board in terms of their 
underwriting. Furthermore, we consider that this may have a significant longer-term impact, not only on the UK 
commercial property industry, but on the wider economy in terms of the attractiveness of the UK to inbound investment. 

 

Taxing non-residents’ gains on UK real estate 

The government has announced that non-resident landlords (NRLs) owning UK property (both residential and 
commercial) will be subject to tax on capital gains realised from April 2019. This will apply only to increases in value from 
April 2019, with gains accrued up to this date continuing to be exempt. 

A tax charge will also arise on the disposal of shares or units in entities by non-UK persons, where 75% or more of the 
entity’s assets are UK real estate. This may be subject to relief under certain tax treaties; however anti-forestalling 
provisions will be included to prevent restructuring of existing investments to benefit from any treaty relief. 

The news is very much unexpected as the government had previously maintained that there were no plans to alter the 
position in respect of capital gains for commercial property, despite proposing to bring non-resident companies within 
the scope of corporation tax.  

A new consultation has been launched on the specific provisions implementing these changes, which is due to close on 16 
February 2018.   

The consultation document confirms that investors who are currently exempt from tax on UK capital gains for reasons 
other than being non-resident (such as overseas pension funds) will continue to be exempt. 

 

Corporation tax: Corporate Capital Gains indexation allowance 

Indexation allowance on corporate Capital Gains will be frozen for disposals on or after 1 January 2018. The allowance for 
subsequent disposals will be frozen at the amount that would be due based on the December 2017 RPI.  

This will enhance the impact of the changes described above for overseas investors. 

 

Bringing NRLs within Corporation Tax 

Further to the consultation which took place over the summer, corporate NRLs will become subject to UK Corporation Tax 
from 6 April 2020, on both income and gains.  

This means that NRLs will be taxed on the same basis as UK resident businesses and will therefore be subject to the 
corporate interest restriction, anti-hybrid and recently reformed loss relief rules. NRLs will be subject to tax at 20% until 
2020, after which it is expected they will be subject to corporation tax at 17%. 
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The government plans to publish draft legislation for consultation in summer 2018. The change will have effect on and 
after 6 April 2020. 

Although NRLs’ taxable profits may increase, the greater flexibility around the use of losses in a corporate group (not 
currently possible), and the reduced tax rate, may limit the overall impact for tax payable on rental profits.  

 

Enhanced Capital Allowances First Year Tax Credit  

The government will extend the Enhanced Capital Allowances First Year Tax Credits (FYTC) for loss-making businesses for 
five years. The percentage rate of the FYTC claim will reduce from 19% to two-thirds of the corporation tax rate. The 
changes to FYTC will have effect on and after 1 April 2018.  

The government will also update the energy-saving technology list (ETL) that qualify for this First Year Allowance (FYA) 
and extend the FYA for zero-emission goods vehicles and gas refuelling equipment to March/April 2021. 

 

SDLT: Changes to the filing and payment process 

The SDLT filing and payment window will reduce from 30 days after the transaction to 14 days for land transactions with 
an effective date on or after 1 March 2019. This had been previously announced but the implementation date had been 
delayed until improvements could be made to the SDLT return to make compliance with the new time limit easier. The 
reduction to 14 days will make compliance more burdensome for complex commercial transactions. We have been 
lobbying for a reduction in the information required on returns – in particular where it is collected only for the Valuation 
Office rather than for tax purposes. The new return has not yet been revealed. 

 

SDLT: Relief for first time buyers 

First time buyers of residential properties costing no more than £500,000 will pay no SDLT on the first £300,000 of the 
purchase price, with the remainder being charged at 5%. The normal schedule of rates will apply where the price is more 
than £500,000. 

This relief takes effect immediately and is not time limited. 

 

SDLT: minor amendments to the 3% extra charge on additional residences 

The 3% charge applies when a new main residence is purchased and the old residence has not been sold – though it can 
be reclaimed within 3 years if the former residence is sold. A loophole which prevented the charge when the purchaser 
sold a part interest of their former main residence or sold it to their spouse has been blocked. Other amendments provide 
relief in certain cases including:  

• where a divorce related court order prevents someone from disposing of their interest in a main residence,  

• where a spouse or civil partner buys property from another spouse or civil partner,  

• where a deputy buys property for a child subject to the Court of Protection.
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EXPERTS WITH IMPACT  

• where a purchaser adds to their interest in their current main residence by extending a lease or buying the 
freehold reversion – subject to conditions such as 21 years or more remaining on the existing lease.  

The changes apply from 22 November 2017.  

 

ATED: 2018 to 2019 annual chargeable amounts 

The ATED annual charges will rise 3% from 1 April 2018 in line with the September 2017 Consumer Prices Index. The new 
rates will range from £3,600 to £226,950 (existing rates are from £3,500 to £220,350). 

       

Business Rates 

The change in Business Rates to CPI to RPI is being brought forward by two years to 2018. After the next revaluation, 
future revaluations to take place every three years rather than five. 
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Introduction 

Avoidance and evasion continues to be the main focus for the Government in respect of VAT, with the Chancellor 

announcing a number of anti-avoidance measures, in particular in respect of sales through online market places and 

labour in the construction industry.  

 

Avoidance and Evasion 

Non-compliance of businesses selling online 

The Government has announced it will legislate in Finance Bill 2017-18 to extend HMRC’s powers to hold online 

marketplaces jointly and Severally Liable for the unpaid VAT of overseas traders to all traders (including those based in 

the UK).   

Additionally HMRC’s powers will also be extended to hold online marketplaces Jointly and Severally Liable for any VAT 

that a non-UK business selling on their platform fails to account for, where the online market place knew, or should have 

known, that the business should have been registered in the UK for VAT. 

While these two measures put an onus on online marketplaces to help tackle VAT avoidance, it will be interesting to see 

whether this is the first step in making online marketplaces the person responsible for VAT accounting, as has been the 

case for e-services since 2015. 

Furthermore, in the Spring Budget the government released a call for evidence on the split payment method. The split 

payment method is a mechanism which would allow HMRC to collect VAT from online transactions at the point of 

purchase. The response to the call will be published in December 2017.  

 

VAT fraud in labour provision in the construction sector 

Following the consultation launched in the Spring Budget, the Government announced it will introduce a VAT domestic 

reverse charge for the provision of labour in the construction sector; this is to shift the responsibility of paying VAT along 

the supply chain. The reverse charge is expected to come into effect on and after 1
st

 October 2019.  

 

Consultation: Tourism in Northern Ireland 

The Government will publish a call for evidence in early 2018, which will consider the impact of VAT and Air Passenger 

Duty on tourism in Northern Ireland. The response is to be issued Budget 2018. Many EU countries, and the Isle of Man, 

already apply a reduced rate of VAT to services in the tourism sector so a possible reduction in the VAT applied to tourism 

would bring Northern Ireland in line with much of the rest of the EU. There have long been calls to reduce the rate of VAT 

on tourism in the UK, so the outcome of this is likely to be looked on with interest by the industry. 
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Import VAT  

Following the UK’s exit from the EU, the government will look into options to maintain the cash flow advantage currently 

provided to businesses when they import goods from the EU. One measure would be to introduce postponed accounting 

(similar to the reverse charge) which is a system some countries in the EU already operate. 
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